
Assignment #1 - DUE Friday 1/17 (20 Points) 

Cost/Benefit Analysis & Marginal Utility Maximization IRL 
 

GOAL:  Creatively show that you understand how the concepts discussed in Presentations #1 & #2 on topics 

including: Rational Choice, Trade-Offs, Opportunity Cost, Explicit & Implicit Costs, Utility, Marginal Cost vs. 

Marginal Benefit, Marginal Utility & Diminishing Marginal Utility, Marginal Utility Per Dollar occur “in real life”.   

 

PRODUCT:  You (and one or two partners if you choose to work with others) have TWO options: 

 

OPTION 1:  Informational Graphic (Poster) Create a visual image illustrating one or more of the concepts listed 

above from Presentations #1 & #2 with real world examples.  The graphic should include original parts (pictures 

or drawings) but may include some “copy & pasted” images as well.  The graphic should also include written 

captions that explain how the images illustrate the economic concepts under study.  Your graphic could be 

submitted either digitally or on paper. 

OR 

 

OPTION 2:  Informational Video Create a short (1 or 2 minute) video focused on one or more of the concepts listed 

above from Presentations #1 & #2 with real world examples.  The video should include original footage but may 

include some “stock footage” as well.  The video should also include narration that explains how what you film 

illustrates some of the economic concepts under study.  Share a link to your video. 

 

Assume the audience for your graphic or video is NOT enrolled in AP Economics.  Make the economic concepts 

depicted in your graphic or video easily understandable to a “regular” person. 

 

RUBRIC 

A = Shows both excellent creativity & a strong understanding of economic concepts 

 

B = Shows some creativity & a good understanding of economic concepts 

 

C = Shows effort to do your own work and a limited understanding of economic concepts 

 

D/F = Turning in sloppy or incomplete work late or just not turning anything in at all. 

 

 

This cartoon illustrates the economic 

concepts of opportunity cost, 

marginal utility and cost-benefit 

analysis in a humorous way.  The 

student is riding his bike to an 

economics lecture at school and his 

chain breaks.  He has two choices as 

represented by the red and blue tokens.  

The opportunity cost of stopping to fix 

his bike is missing his economics 

lecture.  His next best option is leaving 

the bike and walking. From the 

comments in the last part of the comic, 

it is clear that the student has done 

some mental cost-benefit analysis and 

finds more marginal utility (personal 

satisfaction or benefit) spending the 

time fixing his bike. 


